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BERNARD
ALVAREZ

Metaphysician, Sacred Activist, Social
Media Influencer. He is a certified Reiki

Master of 20 years, an ordained
Minister, a Doctor of Metaphysics,

author of the Book of One, Intuitive
Counselor, Instructor in Dept. of

Ceremonial Magick at Grey School and
was featured in the film "Collective

Evolution 3: The Shift".

ONLINE 

Bernard has a very large social media
following of over 300,000 followers

and has reached over 30 million
people through his multiple platforms

monthly Facebook post reach

SOCIAL MEDIA 

4 7 K

1 7 2 9 9 9 7

2 7 1 K

CONTACT
admin@bernardalvarez.com

Roanoke, VA 24016
www.bernardalvarez.com

STATISTICS

5 0 0 , 0 0 0

lifetime views on You Tube

3 9 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

email subscribers

1 , 0 0 0

total social media following

3 1 7 , 0 0 0



B I O

Bernard is a global spiritual

consciousness teacher and intuitive. He

is a certified Reiki Master of over 20

years, an ordained Minister, a Doctor of

Metaphysics, and author of the Book of

One. He is a Teacher of Ceremonial

Magick for the Grey School and was

also featured in the film "Collective

Evolution 3: The Shift".

He offers personal intuitive/spiritual

mentoring and counseling, as well as

courses and workshops on one's higher

self, soul's journey and the path to

divine awareness. With expertise in

philosophy, healing, mysticism, and

metaphysics, he helps one gain the

clarity they are seeking.

As a sacred activist, Bernard sees that

there must be a balance in creating

outward change as well as internal

spiritual change.

 

Reviews
I LOVE Bernard and the content he puts out on his YouTube channel, Facebook and

also the services he offers. I was privileged to be in Roanoke to receive a personal tarot
reading that revolutionized my life by leading me down my path with a few new decisions,

a completely different direction and it also confirmed a lot! - Carrie E Sullivan
 

I like how honest he is about his beliefs and things he's not sure about himself yet even
but just tries to give you the clearest picture as he sees it and knows it. 

- Elizabeth Buckler-Cain
 

This [Facebook] page is a great place for the experience. I implore everyone to take a
look and like [his page]. It’s one of the best out there in the Facebook community!!

- Lucian Morningstar
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS
1. How did you get started doing the work you do in consciousness?
 
2. Tell us about ONE, the Emissaries of Light and your shamanic vision
quest experience. Do you consider them to be extraterrestrials?
 
3. All of this led to your book, The Book Of One. What is it about?
 
4. You call yourself a 'sacred activist', what does that mean and how is it
different from a political activist?
 
5. How did you grow such a large following on social media? Was it
intentional?
 
6. You also work as a community organizer in your community, what types of
projects have you worked on?
 
7. You have many years experience in different aspects and techniques of
spiritual practice and disciplines. How does it all connect for you?
 
8. You gave up trance channeling a few years ago, why?
 
9. Your fans say you have a very grounded and authentic approach to all
things spiritual, why do you feel they say that?
 
10. You are now a Professor at Grey School teaching Ceremonial Magick,
how does that align with your shamanic practices?
 
11. You recently completed a new edition of the Book of One. What's new
about it?
 
12. You have a new MasterClass event coming. Tell us about that and some
of the projects working on right now. Do you have any upcoming events?
 
13. How do people find you to book a session, take a class or find your work
online?
 



Phone: Office  - 540-999-5046
            Mobile - 540-492-9406
 
Skype: ekbtvskypecast
 
email: admin@bernardalvarez.com
 
website: bernardalvarez.com
 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/bernardalexalvarez
 
You Tube: www.YouTube.com/justBernard
 
Twitter @justbernard
 
Instagram: bernard.alvarez
 
 
 
 
 

Contact Info


